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1927 record at Yankee Stadium
in New York. The Yankee slugger hit a 370 -foot clout oft Baltimore Oriole pitcher Jack Fisher in the 3rd inning. The Van ’41-es won the Know, 3-2.
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N. Hammond
Prof of Art,
Passes Away
Mrs. Nadine Hammond,
ate professor of art, died in her
home, 1154 Pine at., Saturday, following an illness. She was 60.
Mrs. Hammond had been a member of the college’s art staff for
17 yews.
During her lifetime an award
was given in her name to promising art education students. Sponsored by an anonymous benefactor,
the award averaged about $50 a
year.
Professor Hammond was a native
of Texas, but had lived in San

Five units of the San Jose fire
department extinguished a fire
started by arsonists in a deserted
house on Sixth and San Salvador
sts. last night.
George Bitek, battalion chief,
said that rags and other inflammable materials were ignited In
four different places throughout
the old house. He indicated his
belief that SJS college students
were to blame.
"We may be back over these
again tonight. Somebody wants to
burn it down," he said last night.
He said that an officer of the
campus security police questioned
lour students sitting on a lawn
watching the blaze and asked them
if they had reported it. They re:
portedly said no and left the scene
soon after.
A large but orderly crowd of
students gathered to watch the
smoking fire. Several pollee cars
and a shore patrol unit were
on hand to handle any demonstrations.

Fees. Cards Due

J.,. lot he last 20 years. Lowery
W. Hammond, her husband, is a
photoengraver in San Francisco.
She was a member of Chapter
32, California State Employees
assn.: Pacific Art assn.; National
Art Education assn., anerthe Santa
Clara County Branch of the National League of Pen Women.
Surviving besides her husband
are a daughter, Allene Kay Hammend of San Jose; a brother, Wallin’ W. Ptudom of Tiburon; her
Inoilier, Mrs. Nora Purdom of San
Jose, and an aunt. Mrs. Nell Hall
of San Jose,
Funeral services were held yesterday in the Chapel of the John
E. Dowdle mortuaty.

IBM curds will he accepted
and registration fees paid Friday through Wednesday at Morris Dailey auditoritint.
Hours for turning in pack.-t%
Friday are 1 to 4 p.m. Monday
and Tuesday hours are 14 a.m.
to 12 p.m., 1 to 4 p.m. and 5 to
8 p.m. and Wednesday 8 a.m. to
1 p.m.
Students having classes meeting only on Wednesday or Thursday nights may turn in registration materials Oct. 4 and 5 from
5 to 8 p.m.
After noon Oct. 4, a lute turnin fee of $5 will be charged to
aecept registration nusterials.
Students who have classes meeting only on Wednesday or Thursday evenings are not included.
All students will pay a $5 late
fee after 14 p.m. Oct. 5.

Calif. Students Face Red Court,
Draw Two-Year Prison Sentences
BERLIN (UPI P - Two California
oudents were sentenced to two
years imprisonment by a Communist court today for attempting
to help two East Berlin girls escape in West Berlin.
The students were Victor Searles
Pankey, 18, Tustin, and Gilbert
Page Feirey, 20, Santa Ana.
OTHERS SENTENCED
A Dutehman, Henri Pierrot, 56,
Was given a three-year and sixmonth sentence. Two Egyptians,
Mahmoud El Mensheb, 29, and
Azov El Sahib, 21, were sentenced
te three years and 18 months, resaertiicly. An Englishman, Bernhard collett, 29, was sentenced to
TWO yearS.
All of the men were found guilty

of attempting to help East Berliners escape to the West.
The public prosecutor accused all
six of "actively aiding the slave
trade from democratic Berlin into
the west sector of West Germany."
He said they had "shamelessly
abused" East Germany’s "generosity toward foreigners."
The two Americans, who were
students in Switzerland and came
here as tourists, were caught allegedly attempting to smuggle a
girl student of the East Berlin
Humboldt University into West
Berlin in the luggage compartment
of their little car.
The six stood trial in a two-day
proceeding which opened in East
Berlin Monday.

Group Study Sister City Mayor
To Evaluate To Visit Campus
Bill Action a
The Licensing of Certificated
Personnel Law of 1961, formerly
the Fisher Bill, which could bring
major revisions in teacher training, is undergoing committee evaluation "to implement or describe
how it will go Into action," said
Dr. William G. Sweney, dean of
the Division of Education.
This committee, known as Phase
Two, will present its interpretation of the law to the state board
of education.
At the time the bill was passed,
the state board was given two
years, until 1963, for interpretation before the law went into effect.
The measure, passed and published last spring, requires five
years of college training for a full
credential in elementary education.
An academic major will be required
for a credential in secondary education.
Under the law, the following
types of credentials will replace
the 35 or 40 presently offered: a
standard teaching credential with
specializations in elementary
teaching, secondary teaching, or
junior college teaching; a standard designated subject teaching
credential; a standard designated
setaice credential; a standard supervision credential, and a standard administration credential.

Mayor and Mrs. Kumao Terada
Okayama,
will visit
San Jose State campus at about
t"
3 p.m. today.
The visit will be one of the
highlights of the week-long stay
in this city by the chief executive
of San Jose’s sister city.
Mayor and Mrs. Terada are
particularly interested in San Jose
State College since two Okayama
students have been enrolled in
SJS each year for several years.
This year the two attending are
Yasuko Okano anti Etsuko Toyofuku.
After a visit at the office of
Pres. John T. Wahlquist, Mayor
and Mrs. Terada will be taken on
a short ’tour of the campus.
The couple, who arrived in San
Jose Monday, were guests of honor
at a banquet at the Hotel Sainte
Claire the night of their arrival.
They have been taken on tours
of the city and feted at several
social affairs. Friday evening they
will be honored by the Japanese
community of San Jose. Saturday
they will leave for home.
Meeting

Set

For

Approved Groups
An organizat mid fileting
approved student body organizations has been scheduled for Oct.
4 at 7 p.m. in the Little Theatre
of the Speech and Drama dept.
Miss Charlene R. Conrad, activities adviser, said all presidents
approved student body organizations must attend.

31st Theatrical Season
Opens Oct. 20; Offers
Five Plays, One Opera
The Speech and Drama department’s 31st drama season will
open Oct. 20 with "The Dark of
the Moon," a fantasy of human
and witch love based on an old
English folk legend. Five plays
and an opera are scheduled for
the 1961-1962 season.
"The Dark of the Moon," which
will play Oct. 20, 21, and Oct. 2528, is based on the ballad of "Barbara Allen," in which a witch -boy
comes down from the Smokey
Mountain country of eastern Tennessee, falls in love with Barbara
Allen and tries to become a human.
Director of the production, Dr.
Paul W. Davee, associate professor
of drama, is now selecting the
cast. The play was written by
Howard Richardson and William
Berney.
The second production of the
season will be Moliere’s "The
Imaginary Invalid," a satire on
hypochondriacs. Called an "outand-out farce" by John Richard
Kerr. director and associate professor of drama, the play will be

SJS Students Initiate Events and Fads;
Many Fail to Take Hold, Others Remain
ltalitar’s NI111. : This is the ma..
snd OF two-part sketch if It..
Irialithins and history of 5-15.1
kis MICKEY MINTON
Each year SJS students initiate
,:trioes events or fads. many of
’hem: are soon discarded or abaft’lonrd while some are carried over
hi the following years.
One of the oldest traditions on
"ampos is Revelries, an annual all "tent comedy show which grew
,st of coed capers in 1927.
rt^togni t ion banquet, sponsored
AWS, honors outstanding "r"" +1,idents each year while faculty
’amen are hailed for their contriawns to the campus.
RELATIONS IMPROVED
On April 14, 1941, Pan American
TAY made its appearance. The oberemitic is directed toward drawmit attention
to improving rela-
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Arsonists
Set Fire
To House

lions with the other American of the 40 college dailies in the
nation.
.i1 hots.
CAMPUS HUMOR
The Social Science deportment
Spartan Spasms in 1927 was the
and the Lecture committee sponcampus humor magazine. Currentsor the observation.
Founder’s Day made its initial ly Lyke is the entertainment
appearance in 1959 as an annual magazine. It is published four
observance the first part of May times a year through student efof the founding of the college in fdrts.
"Gold and White" have long
1857.
been regarded as the college colSPARTAN DAILY
SJS has published the Spartan ors. Mrs. Laura Bacon Bailey,
Daily since 1934. The name was class of 1896, amerted that her
given the newspaper by the board class chose the colors because of
of publications to the College the gold standard controversy then
going on.
Times.
Mrs. James Addicott. class of
The newspaper was formerly
known as the Normal Times: be- 1890, contended that the colors
fore that, the students read the were used in a college yell even
earlier:
Normal Pennant.
"Rah! Rah! Rah! Gold and
The Spartan Daily was the only
daily in 1957 in any of the ten White, San Jose Normal, You’re
California state colleges and one I all right!"

produced by the speech and drama
department Dec. 1. 2, and 6-9.
A satirical treatment of morality, Duerrerunates "The Marriage
of Mr. Mississippi," will be the
department’s third production.
A "sweet-and-sour corn ed y"
which takes place in an unknown
foreign kingdom, according to its
director, Dr. Jack H. Nesson, assistant professor of drama, it will
be presented Jan. 12, 13, and 17-20,
1962.
The fourth play of the season
will be a predominately female case production of Bagnolci’s "The
Chalk Garden."
A suspense mystery which en-,
joyed success in theatres in both
New York and England within the
last ten years. "The Chalk Garden"
will run March 2, 3. and 7-10. It
will be directed by Dr. Davee.
"J.B." based on MacLeish’s
modern interpretation of the book
of Job, will be presented March
30, 31, and April 4-7, 1962, under
the direction of Miss Elizabeth
Loeffler, associate professor of
drama.
Mozart’s opera "Don Giovanni"
will close the department’s 196162 drama season on May 25, 26,
30, 31, and June 1 and 2, 1962.
Directed by Dr. Neeson, the traditional story of the famous lover
Don Juan, or Don Giovanni, will
be produced with the Music department. Edwin C. Dunning, instructor in music, will direct the
orchestra for the famous opera
which will be sting in English.
The staff for all six productions
includes designer, Wendell J. Johnson, professor of drama; costumes,
Miss Berneice E. Prisk, associate
professor of drama; and lightiirg,
Kenneth R. Dorst, assistant professor of drama.
Tickets to the performances may
be purchased at the College Theatre box office. Fifth and San
Fernando sts., Oct. 2-6 at 1 to
5 pm.
A season book of reserved tickets or a book of six coupons exchangeable for seat tickets costs
$4.50 general admission and $2.50
for students. Tickets to single Performances sell at $1 general and
50 cents students.

home

to tie hake Kolb".
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Profs Hutchinson Stanton Map
i
wht for Chancellor’s Hearing

Fin

ByLSTEVE
was final no higher appeal could Hutchinson appeared before the
AL
EH’(
Academic Freedom Advisory Comseries of "local remedies" be made."
must be sought by Bud R. HutchHitchinson and Stanton already mitte to state the case for the two.
inson, assistant professor of busi- ’have appealed to their department
If the professors are still reness and economics, and William chairman, the dean, and to PresiF. Stanton, associate professor of dent John T. Wahlquist, but with- buffed at the AFAC hearing, they
economics, before any hearing may ,it success. Yesterday, Professor may carry their protest directly
be held concerning their "denial
to the chancellor. If the committee
of tenure" by the SJS administrafinds in their favor, and the adtion last year, according to the
ministration wishes to protest the
professors and to Chancellor Buell
decision, it also may take the findG. Gallagher.
ings to the chancellor. Chancellor
Gallagher will make the final deBoth professors were denied tencision.
ure last spring, and, at the time of
the denial, protests were raised
"We plan to argue an procedural
the form of pickets, petitions, oi,,
grounds," declared Hutchinson.
speeches.
"We will ask for minimum safeProceedings in the newly-creAccording to Chancellor Galla-the right to a transcript,
ated "grievance procedures will guardsgher, certain steps must be taken
an open hearing before the faculbe closed to the public at all levby the professors before the proty, the right to subpoena persons
els, according to a recent statetest may be brought to a hearing
who are unwilling to come and recment by Chancellor Buell G. Galbefore the chancellor.
ords which have not ben brought
lagher.
forward----and hope that they will
"We consider this a major step
These procedure steps will pro- be complied with."
toward college academic freedom
vide for faculty members and adand democracy," stated HutchinThe professors, who believe that
ministrative personnel the opporson. "Before this series of appeal
to obtain further consider- they are being denied their tenure
steps was undertaken this year, tunity
ation of grievances after initial ef- because of "non-academic" reathe decision on the college level
forts have failed to resolve the sons, will also ask for a joint heargrievance through informal dis- ing, since both are protesting the
same action.
cussion.
"A ’day novo’ hearing has been
Professors Bud R. Hutchinson
and William F. Stanton, who are guaranted us by Chancellor Gallapresently protesting their denial gher," remarked Stanton, "and this
tenure, and all future faculty is an opportunity which we have
.ind administrative personnel will sought from the very beginning of
follow the newly -created state- the protest." A "day novo" hearing
"is one in which the whole protest
Jose State College
ment of procedures.
credit for the television course
A first appeal must be made is considered from its very begin"The New Biology," which will be to the department chairman, anti, ning and all information is prebroadcast by station KPIX in San if a satisfactory decision is not sented and evaluated.
Francisco starting late this month. reached, the appeal is made to the
The course will be televised from dean. Another failure for recon
6-6:30 am., Monday through Fri- I iat ion will call for an appeal
day. Dr. Robert E. Richter of the Ithe president.
biology department is in charge of
If the grievance is still not setarrangements at the college.
tled, the individual may approach
"The New Biology" is the first the Academic Freedom Advisory
course to be presented on CBS’s Committee which consists of five
"College of the Air" educational members of the teaching faculty
series.
A Senate-House conference comnominated by the Faculty Council. .
Dr. Ray Roppelman, assistant
If there Is a failure to reach a mit tee this week apiiroved us itiof a two-mile-long align
professor of biwhernistty at the satisfactory settlement through truer
University of Chicago, will be the this committee, the next step will smasher, a powerful new basic re.
national teacher of the course. be an appeal to an ad hoc commit- search tool for nuclear physics. for
Guest lecturers from the biology tee, established by the president. Ineighboring Stanford university.
department of other universities The findings of this committee
An appropriation of $26 million
will appear on the program.
shall have the same status as that for the first year of construction
Research findings in the field; of the AFAC.
was also granted. The Stanford
If the decision of this body, re- Project will cost $114 million alof biology since World War II will
be included in the course. Emphasis viewing the decision of a president. together and will take six years to
will be placed on cellular metab- is unaceeptable, either to the pres- cons’ ruct.
ohm and the potential importance ident or to the aggrieved individTwenty million dollars a year
of biochemistry and biophysics to ual, the person unready to accept
the decision of the faculty body will pour into the huge machine
biology.
This is a two-semester course, has the right to appeal to the to make it run. A staff of 700 sciwhich will consist of 160 30-min- Chancellor of the State Colleges. entists and technicians will eventuresearch
ute lecture-demonstration sessions.1 After accepting written state- ally revolve around the
During the Christmas and spring ments, separately submitted, from tool.

Grievances
Procedures
Are ’Closed’

SJS Gives Credit
For TV Class
’The New Biology’

Senate Approves
Stanford Atom Gun
For Research Tool

holidays, special guest lecturers
and review sessions will be held
instead of the regular class.
The National Science foundation
and several corporations are underwriting the product ion of "The
New Biology."

the appellant and the respondent.
the chancellor shall hold a hearing, which shall be open unless
the aggrieved person requests that
it he closed.
Final decision will be made by
the chancellor.

world wire
FORMER DI i t NsiE SKI It LARY DIES
71, former president of
WILSON, La. 1UPIP (Tharles E.
General Motors and defense secretary in the Eisenhower administration, died in his sleep today of a heart attack. The body was discovered
by a butler at Wilson’s plantation. Mrs. Wilson was in Michigan. Dr.
C. S. Toler said death was ceased by a coronary thrombosis. Wilsohad suffered a heart attack a few years ago.
REUTHER HINTS UAW-FORD SETTLEMENT
DETROIT (UPI i- United Auto Workers President Walter P.
Reuther said yesterday he believed it is possible to reach agreement
on a national economic package with Ford Motor co. by tomorrow,
well before an unofficial deadline 13 days away. Reuther, as he
entered negotiations this morning said, "We’re working at this thing
and it’s possible by Thursday but I’m not certain it will happen."
KENNEDY HEARD ’ROUND THE WORLD
WASHINGTON UPI, -The Voiee of America broadcast President Kennedy’s United Nations speech live throughout the world
Monday and arranged full or partial translations in 35 languages to
be broadcast to more than 20 million listeners. The U.S. Information
Agency’s motion picture service rushed production of filmed highlights of the speech for shipment around the world.
LATIN AMERICANS NOD APPROVAL
NEW YORK 11.1PD- -Latin American diplomats at a lunch for
President Kennedy Monday were "unanimous" in approval of his
United Nations speech, according to the host. U.S. Ambassador Adlai
E. Stevenson. Representatives of all the Latin American countries
except Cuba and the Dominican Republic attended the lunch in Stevenson’s suite in the Waldorf Towers,
ARABS CONTINUE BORDER GUARD
411WAIT 4UPI1- -Arab League forces assumed command Monday of frontline troops along the Kuwait -Iraq desert border. Sources
said only a few British troops remained. They had been sent in to
guard Kuwait from possible invasion from Iraq.

Along Sand Hill rd. near Stanford foothills, the enot mats pipe
will be placed in a 460-acre site.
Due to radiation produced as the
machine runs, the aceelerator aill
have 35 feet of earth al.!) it for
protection.
Prof. Edward L. Girtzton of Stanford’s Microwave lats ,rat i’y IS directing the design and construction
of the atom gun.
The planning research is charged
to Prof. W. K. II. Panofsky, director of the High Energy Physics
laboratory.

Ex -Treasury
To

Speak

on

Official
Cuba

A tormer
cial will speak on "What Next in
Cuba?" tonight in the Engineering
auditorium, Ells, at 745.
According to Dr. James Jacobs,
professor of English and vice-president of World Affairs council, the
speaker, Sam Tolima is "one of
the few men in the Bay Area who
really knows what’s going on in
Cuba."
Currently with Food Machinery
corporation, Todaro was his own
manufacturer’s represent a live
when Castro took over C’ulia until
November of 1960.
Appointed by Castro as technical adviser hi the Cuban Treasury dept., Totter() served three
months before coming to the
United States.
The talk is open to all S.IS students.
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Back on the Campus
ut.rdi. of oricattation. re 141,1r.ition and gcneralls
Alter oscr
getting settled for the fall semester. SJS appears to have settled
at last into the normal, more or less, run of ecents.
Campus organizations, political and otherwise, are busy
g their guns on opposition groups.
scheduling actisities or tr
Student government is mustering its forces for its annual
and perennial struggle against inactivity.
Within the government, campus political forcer, chiefly
SPUR and Sparta party. are lining up support for the upcoming
freshman class elections, while a few "neutralists" watch from
the sidelines.
The Model United Nations, scheduled to meet here in 1%3
and now being organized, appears to be in better shape than the
real thing at the moment.
In the classrooms, the faculty members have launched into
the fall semester class programs and are preparing for another
attempt to maintain SJS as an educational institution.
On 11th st.. the greeks. too. ’are preparing themselses, hut
for a year of activities. meetings and pranks. as are the dorm
and living group residents.
Which brings up the housing office, which is preparing for
a month of checking oser the residence (number five, cards
of all students under 21 years of age. to make sure they are
safely installed in approved housing.
And the students who situated themselves last week in local
housing have already begun warming up for the homecoming
bonfire and whateser other things during the semester that
might need protesting.
The San Jose police and fire departments. after a relatively
quiet summer in the SJS area. can prepare once again to "get
tough" in the handling of student disturbers of the peace.
Although no one has yet been branded "subversive," a few
individuals and groups have begun quietly preparing files and
lists to include in its letters to legislatures and committeemen,
while others base begun forntulating plans for action and campus political activation.
Yes, things at SJS are back to normal, more or less. - J.T.

Balkan Dancing Classes
Slated To Begin Friday
Classes in Balkan and NearEastern dancing, taught by Dr.
John Britz. assistant professor of

Introducing
Charles Bond

Jazz Trio
IN A

P

M BLAST

1023 El Camino
Mountain View

English, will begin Friday at
7:30 p.m. in Room 21 of the
Women’s Gym.
Intermediate dancers will
meet with Dr. Britz for instruction at 9 p.m. the first and third
Fridays of the month.
He explained that an intermediate dancer is one who knows
a basic repertoire of approximately 50 kolos folk dances I
and Near-Eastern dances and
who has been taught basic kolo
style and etiquette.
After classes have been established, Dr. Britz plans to
include singing songs of the
Balkans during the classes.
Monthly Kolo parties are
scheduled to start Oct. 13, he
said. Others are planned for
Nov. 10, Dec. 8 and Jan. 12
The Tenth Annual Kolo Festival will be presented by John
Filcich of the Festival Folk Shop
in San Francisco Nov. 22
through 2t Dr Britz announced.

ARCHIE SAYS:
My cousin Archie -he thought the electric razor his gal gawk
him lost Christmas was o.k. Then he tried Old Spice Pro-Electric,
the before shave lotion. Now the guy won’t stop talking, ht
thinks electric shaving is so great.

ARCHIE SAYS Pro-Electric improves electric :having even more
/......
than lather improves blade shoving. ARCHIE SAYS Pro -Electric
sets up your beard by drying perspiration and whisker oils so
you shove blade-close without irritation. ARCHIE SAYS Fro.
Electric gives you the closest, cleanest, fastest shove.
If Archie ever stops talking, I’ll tell him I use Old Spice ProElectric myself.

Fall TV Shows Hit

Gallagher Challenges
’Snobocrafs’ Story
An attack on California’s colleges was reported as the writing of a "snobocrat" by State
College Chancellor Buell G. Gallagher this week.
Gallagher’s reply was to an
article published recently in
Harper’s magazine by Christopher Jencks, stating that the
State colleges and junior colleges in this state are a "continuation of the local high
school."
"He attacks us for rendering
services to the American people
instead of exclusively to an elite
class." Gallagher told newsmen
Jencks, joining the State’s colleges and junior colleges together said their course requirements are detailed and "often
absurd" and are taught by "upgraded schoolteachers." He said
the students usually look upon
them as "mealtickets."
His article, called "The Next
Thirty Years in The Colleges,"
is supposedly based on a survey
made of "many schools" across
the country while he was working with a noted sociologist.
Jencks said a "college education" is preparation for "a respectable middle-class job" but
a "university education" prepares one for "an influential
upper-middle and upper-class
career."
Glenn Dumke. president of
San Francisco State college,
calls Jenck’s research "about as
incomplete, inadequate and biased as I have ever seen."
Dumke also stated, "we have no
evidence his conclusions are
based on more than one look at

Glib, Unemotional City Detectives
Center Around ’87th Precinct’

one department in one college."
Gallagher said, "On the evidence we challenge his assertion
that only the ’university-linked’
college can provide a general intellectual education."
The State College Chancellor
concluded with the prediction
that although most people will
sympathize with the "efforts of
a snobocrat" they will remain unmoved by writing which moves
"through a circle from original
assumption to distorted analysis
and back to unsubstantiated as..umption."

Ks FRED DANZ’S:
United Press International
NEW YORK (UPI) -"87th
Precinct," a new detective series that reached NBC-TV Monday night, really scrambled
some of my notions.
Remember when I said "Cain’s
100" was the worst of the new
shows thus far this season?
Forget it. Remember when I
said "Naked City" was a good
cops-and -robbers show, but not
great? Forget it. "87th Precinct" makes them both look
like Emmy winners.

Theatre Foundation
Plans To Present
’Matchmaker’

THE FLOATER’
The new full-hour NBC-TV
series centers around a band of
glib, unemotional, case-hardened
big city detectives who sport
matching woebegone, or Joey
Bishop expressions. The series is
based on Ed McBain’s popular
mystery novels.
"The Floater," the opening
episode, was adapted from a
McBain story by Winston Miller.
Herschel Daugherty directed
this Hubbell Robinson production. The detectives are played
by Robert Lansing, Ron Harper,
Gregory Wallcott and Norman
Fell, Gena Rowlands plays Lansing’s wife, Teddy, a deaf mute.
"The Floater" dealt with the
search for a weirdo lady-killer
portrayed by Robert Culp. This
lad liked to get his girls tattooed
between the thumb and forefinger, ply them with arsenic
and dump them into the river,
tattoo and all. I checked this
aberration with the corner psychiatrist and he tells me Culp’s
insidous personality disintegration is the obvious outgrowth of
overexposure to certain cigarette commercials. They call it
the "Marlboro man syndrome."
VILLAN NIBBLES HANDS
Culp also liked to nibble the
girls’ hands. A real healthy show
with which we can easily identify. Anyhow, Culp got caught
because he happened to steer a
potential victim into the tattoo
parlor frequented by Miss Rowlands, the detective’s wife. What
was she doing there? She wanted to surprise hubby with a
butterfly tatoo on her shoulder.
The tatoo artist told her, "Wait

Thornton
Wilder’s comedy
"The Matchmaker" will be presented by the San Jose Theatre
Foundation as the first play of
the second season, James mum
by, director, said yesterday.
The play opens Friday in the
Civic Playhouse, 136 W. San
Carlos at, Reservations may be
ordered by calling the Civic
Playhouse, CYpress 4-2247 or
CYpress 5-0888, he said..
An elderly, wealthy, merchant
of Yonkers decides he has money
and success enough to marry
and he employs a matchmaker
to aid in finding a suitable bride.
Thornton Wilder wrote an
earlier version of this comedy
called "The Merchant of Yonkers."

A Way -Out Weekend

Whoever first paired the words "jazz" and "festival" is one
smart cat. What took place in Monterey and its neighboring hamlets
last weekend can be described only as festive, to say the least.
People of all sorts, shapes, status and stages of sobriety made
the scene to catch the cool cats wail out weird and not-so-weird
sounds-all tolled, probably 20,000 were there.
Ladies with expensive fur pieces escorted by gentlemen with
homburgs and $300 English suits blended into a pot of humanity
whose ingredients included a dash of beat chick In dirty denims and
beatnik with leather jacket and grimy black for blond) beard.
In this strange caldron of contrasts, perhaps, bubbles the universiality of jazz. The Monterey festival provided something for .1c
.4
Slides of SJS drama departeveryone.
ment productions dating from
Even J. J. Johnson’s esoteric "Perceptions." which had its world
1935 to the present will be shown
premier Sunday afternoon, met with a minimum of groans. In this
during a "major-minor mixer"
interesting mixture of brass chords and Johnsonian phrasing, which
in the Studio Theatre, SD103,
affords very few opportunities for finger snapping, jazz and classical
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
form merge almost en toto.
Also included in the program
There was a time when I suspected that jazz festivals were too
will be a short entertainment
commercialized to allow for sufficient innovation. This is mostly
program, introduction of faculty
true, since all but a few selections played have been recorded. Nor
members and organization presidid the jazzmen refrain from overt plugs.
dents, dancing and refreshBut what anyone who never has experienced a jazz festival
ments, according to Peter Nymisses can be described too ineptly in mere words. One must exberg, general chairman.
perience, in pure fact, the roaring, joyous festival spirit, which
Speech and drama majors and
wrapped around some of the finest jazz artistry in the world, makes
minors are invited to attend, he
for 48 mavnifioont hrmrti of life.
said.

till husband see. His eye, %k ill
be like happy saucers."
There was a chase. Miss Rowlands got caught by Culp. Culp
fell in love with her and moaned.
"Gee whiz, your skin is so white
-and real blonde hair." Needless to say, Miss Rowlands’ husband arrived in time and, after
beating up on Culp, took her
home for tattoo inspection.
Darned if he didn’t kiss her
right on the butterfly. I think
his eyes even turned into happy
saucers, too.
HOUR FILLED WITH TRASH
To fill the hour with this
trash, the episode had to ring
in a series of meaningless fights
and scenes. Only one scene had
a close brush with qualities of
warmth and feeling. This came
when Miss Rowlands and Lansing were seen at home for the
first time. But sledgehammer
camera work, dialogue and action, destroyed the mood. I had
the feeling the producers lacked
confidence in their audience. The
feeling is mutual.
KUKLA, OLLIE RETURN
Dialing and Filing: BUIT Tillstrom and his Kukla and 011ie
puppets returned to TV after a
four-year absence Monday. They
now occupy five minutes, less
commercials, on NBC-TV. It’s
an impossible set-up.
For the record ---a yarn titled,
"Something Nice for Sol," last
Sunday’s "Car 54. Where Are
You?" on NBC-TV, was as hilarious as the most hilarious
moments in the old Sgt. Bilko
series, if not more so.
Some changes for "Hennesey,"
which began its third CBS-TV
season, Monday. Jackie Cooper
is thinner, has a new hairdo.
Abby Dalton has a new ’look,
too. They’re out of Navy blues.
It’s the beginning of the end, I
guess.
"I’ve Got a Secret," now playing CBS-TV on Monday nights,
merged with the "What’s My

April 24.
1934, at San Jose, California, under the
act of March 3, 1879. Member California
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for a delightful change in pace
F.nd new pleasure you never really es
pected . . . in the pages of exciting
novels . . . in the inspirational works of
authors whose names are so familiar,
yet so neglected. New pleasurable hours
in the hobby you learned in a Isowfodoit book. Loss yourself for a few hours
ech week behind the pages of
fascinating book and find pleasure-that you
forgot ever existed.
lest Salle.
Reprints
For Less
V15.5513

Open ’til
9 00 p rn
Thursday
119 E. San Fernando BetwrrnId & 4111 Sts

SO DO I.
STUDENTS WELCOME BACK!

’BURT ME TWICE’
The Channel Swim: Phyllis
Theater and Dan O’Herlihy costar in "Bury Me Twice," a
"U.S. Steel Hour" production
that airs on CBS-TV Wednesday, Oct. 18.
Wayne and Shuster, having
completed their "Holiday Lodge"
TV series, make the first of four
appearances on "The Ed Sullivan Show" Sunday, Oct. 22 on
CBS -TV.
-

!GAY THEATRE CY 3-8405:
8th Big Week
CARRY ON CONSTABLE
and
CARRY ON NURSE
SARATOGA

UN 7-3026 :

OSCAR WILDE
and
VIRGIN ISLANDS
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
*
CY 5-3410
3 All Color Hits
VOYAGE TO BOTTOM OF *
THE SEA
also
:
BY LOVE POSSESSED
With Lana Turner
i
*
SADDLE THE WIND
*
4(
Robert Taylor - Julie London
:
*
*
4(
TOWNE CY 7-3060
*
*
*
*
Terry -Thomas
*
.11
*
:
MAKE MINE MINK
*
Also --*
4c Is+ Glimpses Inside Today s Ch,a
*BEHIND THE GREAT WALL*
44414********************

GAY - 3 Pe-forrnances
Daily
1:15 - 4:45 8:30
TOWNE- 2 Performances
Daily
6:15 - 9:50
No one seated aPer

Frac RiC0
Fr itirsi’s

LA
DOLCEVITA

ADVANCED PRICES
$1 49
Students
$I 75
General

it

-

An *star Rattan -

-
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ARTISTS !
At San Jose Paint & Wallpaper Company
just two blocks off campus) you will find
all the art materials needed for your art
classes...
Easels
Art student pads
Canvas panels
Grumbacher designer colors
Strathmore papers
Watchung water color paper
D’Arches water color paper
Winsor Newton water colors
Prang Tempera colors
Red sable brushes
Ceramic tools
Art books
Sketching pencils
Drafting supplies

Over 30 years your Shell Dealer has had the
rWN#ier

2 BLOCKS OFF CAMPUS -- NO WAITING
OPEN 8 A.M. AND THURSDAY MITE

pleasure to serve you.
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P. S.
There’s a .60 size hut
Archie gets the 1.00 bottle.
ale always was sport).
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SAN JOSE PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

eu6io:6 cliell cereice

Two Location,.
112 So. 2nd St.
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EL RANCHO DRIVEIN
CY 4.2041
BY LOVE POSSESSED
With Lana Turner
- Also ONE EYED JACK
With Marlon [Cando

Towne & Gay
Theatres

cur

fAill set
Ittl

citcle clate

STARTS THURSDAY
Exclusively at . .

Majors, Minors
To View Slides

Spa2tanaihi

Line- delegates Monday night.
Henry Morgan had the best time
of all. He missed the show.

RE

Valley Fair Shopping Center

111.1.1.

aeillIgewassgelegewougpagpeome....4..........410000,14.19/9111.90".elestli

SPECIJ
on
Hair CI
Shampc
Glen,
find a
At

167
Corm

[le

Review of Mann Novel
pens Fall Book Talks

: Book Talks. a pm.3111 of informal discussion fin.
tililents and (Ili-tally held Wednesays from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in ,
iris A and ILI of the Spartan 1
at, will begin Oct. 4.
Opening the talks will be a re.
hy Dr. Joachim Stenzel, asprirfessor of foreign Ianwho will discuss "Coniesof Felix Krull, Confidence
by Thornas Mann,
11 Dr. Ralph Parkman, pro: in English, will review "On
,s,amuclear War" by Herman
itin: Oct. 18 Dr. Gladys (-1
assiwiate professor of
-- -

GLANA’S
SALON OF BEAUTY

kre"

-’16%71
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
on All Beauty Services

$1.50
Hair Cut
$2.25
Shampoo and Set
A Glana’s. SJS coeds will always
I ^c1 a permanent wan.’ special
167 E. WILLIAMS ST.
Corner of 4th & Williams
CY 7-6979

Will 1
J14111 G111%111.1’;
Dr Wit’
ham Sweeney, dean of education
will discuss "The Sehools." hy Martin P. Mayer.
FREUD 411 TAP,
"Freud. His Life and His Mind"
by Helen Pones will be reviewed
Nov. I by Dr. Norman Egger, associate pi lessor of psychology. Dr.
David Kulstein, assistrud professor of history, will discuss "Paths
in Utopia," try Marlin litther
Nov. If.
Michael Kay, assistant profess.’
01 history, will lead the discussion
on "Mind of the South," by W. .1
Cash, Nov. 22. "Resistance. Relw’
bon and Death," by Albert Cana,
will be the topic of the talk, led
Don Emmel Nov. 29.
Dec. 6 the topic will be "Brecht,
the Man and His Work," by Martin
Esslin, reviewed by Dr. Jack Neeson, assistant professor of drama.
Thomas Ryan, professor of music,
Will diSMISS "The Agony of Modern
\Tilsit.," by Henry Pleasant, Dee.

1t1.,% 1EWS SLATED
Dr. Richard Tansey, professor
of art, will review "Rise and Fall
of the Third Reich," by William
I., Shires Jan, 10. Irma Eichhorm
assistant professor of history, will
discu.ss "Russia and the West Under Lenin and Stalin," by George
Kerman, Jan. 17.
Following each talk, the reviewir usually allows time for discus lies and criticism from the audience, the Library Sub-committee
..nnounced.
Members of the committee, head by Dr. James Clark, are DVS.
Whitaker Deninger, Robert Gor-

TYPEWRITER

* RENTALS *
Electrics

Portables

Standards

,:ALL MAKESALL MODELS
Fully Guaranteed
Rent

,,1:04
*****
...

I

to Own

No Deposit
Free Exchange

LOW STUDENT RATES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando St.
’ii vt to Cal Book Store

CYpress 3-5283
Free Delivery

FREE PARKING

:7., Q.,/ ,.
What could be more classic than a
VILLAGER shirtwaist dress! Start
with a solid color in hopsack or
corduroy and from there add one at
the many unusual prints for which
VILLAGER and MOSHER’S LTD. arm
known.

Wrimrcday

Advanced Study
Rotary Fellowship
Given 1960 Grad
ii’. use’ t.- Nei!, /IL ii1960
nil San in OW Stale College,
.4a been tiwzotied a Rotary FOU,4,
Lation Fellr AS ship tor advanead
!tidy ahro:iit (hiring the 146142
.liotrl year. She is among 134 out..
’andina graduate students from
2 countries who have reeeived the
, ants this year.
.
While here, Miss NPIS011 reveivet1
iparttiontill honors in sociology
r,r1 v as a membei of Alpha Kappa
Att.’ and Psi Clii. She will study
aciology, to further her career in
arial work, at American unisex*.
,ty at Cairo, Egypt, United Arab
’,awhile. The Rotary club of Cona, where she lives, sponsored
,a application for the fellowship.
The Rotary Foundation Fellow.,ip inogram kkas inaugurated in
47, and in the past fellowships
...tve liven awarded to 1454 men
;Ind women from 70 countries for
study in 50 countries. ’Die grants
average more than $2600 and total
more than $3.900,000.

I St I
I;i
tAtur: 1,11:
1,1’.411,1
,
years ago through the aid of Iii
Ezekial Bogosian, professor of Ens
I sh. who has served as chairmat,
until this year.
The meetings originally WV"
held in the library. Later the,.
were moved to the cafeteria is’.
cause of need for more space.
Cooperating with the committee,
the librars buy.; sevet al copies of
the bookt, to be re’s iewed beforehand anti displays them for use
and

Job Interviews
Appointments for job interviev.
US entertainers at Frontier Village. amusement park, are being
taken at the Placement Off!.
Adm234, today and tomorrow.
Students applying will be inlet
viewed at Fir inter Village.
Officials from the park are looking for singers and dancers with
Western or Gay 90’s routines.
Musicians playing guitar, bunks
Jai and himkey tonk piano wi!!
be hired by Frontier Viltug
Magic acts are also in demand.
"There are oppm t unities
for students with skills in
terlainment field," MIN. Phy,’,..
Headland of the Placement ()ttire
said.
A meeting will he tomorrow at
2:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium for students who plan to
work part time this semester, the
Placement SwrVive till ft 5111(1St.
The meeting will MOW.- a talk
Dr. Edward Clements. SJS
dacement director. on the SPIV, ,ti ,and 1/perall11
tbe Place...ent office.

U.S. Disarmament
Rejected by Reds
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. I UPI I
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko yesterday rejected the
U.S. disarmament proposal calling
for control and inspection at all
’ !ages.
In a policy statement to the
General Assembly, Gromyko also
,:illed for a "movisional solution"
ot the U.N. crisis resulting from
the death of Secretary General
Dag Ilanimarskjohl.
Ile did not make clear whether
Russia would continue to insist MI
institution of its "troika" plan for
three secretaries general, bo t
called for the Security Council to
act first on a "provisional sob . lion for the beginning, but on,
which, instead of deepening tiH
rift existing between the state-,
would provide a still firmer has,
for their cooperation within ill,
framework of the United Nations
The western Big Three deleg,
lion chiefs scheduled a meeting
with Russia to discuss appointment of a successor to Hammarskjold on an interim basis.

sjitcs
.1,Tfr
100

MR CATALINA
MAN RELAXED . a man selects a handsome sweater as he would a companion
to share his most enloyed moments...
relaxing or actively engaged in his
favorite pastime Created by our fine
designer. John Norman. who himself
makes a study of the ail in -moments of
I elaxation!

DR. GUS C. LEASE (left), associate professor
of music, was recently cited by the Sixth U. S.
Army for his production of a musical review

which toured eight western states entertaining
troops. The presentation was made by Colonel
Arden I. Lewis, of the Sixth Army.

Goldwater Sees
Trouble in U.N.
If Nehru Enters

Instruction Committee Studies
Future of All Remedial Courses
Difficulties arising when alarms- to have remedial work under an
imately 15 English Department lit- extension program, another to
erature courses were cancelled last screen these students with en-,
semester have led to an extensive trance exams and finally to set
study concerning the future of re- up a separate department to su-,
medial courses, Dr. Glen A. Reed, pervise and instruct remedial
professor of English, said yester- ciPUINPS.
day.
The latter solution is being studThe literature courses were cut ied by the committee. If such a
out of the program because in- proposal would be accepted, gradustructors were needed to teach ate students could serve as instrucEnglish A. Dr. Reed explained.
tors, alleviating the load of profesMath, English and reading were sors with Ph.D., Dr. Reed es
directly concerned with this in- plained.
structional problem. All agreed to
To aid the existing problem in
a proposal to remove remedial in- English A instruction this see
struction from their departments, ter a basic change has taken p.
he related.
he said. Classes have been
Last semester Prtssident John T. crereted by 10. with :15 per !it,
Wahlquist appointed the Remedial signed up.
Instruction Committee to study
The committee is hopeful of find,
this problem and find a solution I ing a solution to the problem by
for all remedial courses. Dr. Reed I next fall in time for the new class
is chairman of this committee.
scheduling.
Dr. Reed explained three possible , Those serving on the committen
solutions to the problem. One is ’ are Dr. William Dusel, SJS

The
WASHINGTON ((’Pt/
"cause of freedom would go down
the drain" if Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru liecrune secpresident; Dr. John Gilhaugh, dean retary-general of the United Naof the college; Dr. Harold Miller.’ tions, according to Sen. Barry
English department head; Dr. Paul Goldwater’ I R-Ariz.1.
Goldwater said Monday he hoped
Bet ten, associate professor of eduSenate Democratic Leader Mike
eation; Dr. John Marks, professor’
Mansfield’s suggestion that Nehru
of math anti education; Di’. Ward i be considered did not (sone from
RaMMIS, pridessor of Spef,111 and I the administiation.
education; Mrs. Lois Henderson, j "1 tall think of no one less Suitassociate professor of English: Dr, ed to Western nilipoSea in the
United Nations unless it be China’s
Henry Meekel, pmfessor of eduMao Tse-tung or Russia’s Andrei
cation and English, and Dr. Wil- Gromyko." Goldwater told the Senliam Sweeney. dean of the division . ate. "At the very best. India’s
Nehru is a profe,-

SZIN e

Time and Money-

Itii%

and "iipplis-. at

Spartan Bookstore
-Richt oil I um pu.-

Smart People 110’.

Career Cues

"Cure for job boredom:
I made my favorite
pastime my career!"
Richard Bertram. President
Bertram Yacht Co., Division of Nautec Corp.
"When you stop to think what percent of our total waking
hours is spent bread -winning, you realize how tragic it is
for any man to work at an occupation he doesn’t enjoy.
Besides frittering away life, it reduces chances of success
to just about zero. I know ... because it almost happened
to me!
After college, I did what I thought was expected of me
and joined a solid, Manhattan-based insurance firm. I
soon found office routine wasn’t for me. I lived only for

I could walk to the Battery and mentally
lunch hour
sail with the ships that stood out in the Narrows ... and
for the summer weekends when I could go sailing. Fortunately, the company I worked for is one of the leading
insurers of yachts and after two years I was transferred
to their Yacht Underwriting Department. Enjoyment and
interest in my work improved immediately 100c."0.
After World War II, I started my own yacht brokerage
firm and yacht insurance agency in Miami. combining my
marine insurance background with an even closer relationship with boats.
My only problem ever since has been a feeling of guilt
that my work was too easy. I love boats and boating
people. That affection has paid me rewards way beyond
the financial security it has also provided.
The moral’s obvious. You have an odds-on chance for
success and happiness working at what you enjoy most
what comes naturally! And if it’s not just frivolous, your
life’s work could well be what you now consider just a
pastime. It’s certainly worth thinking about, anyway!"

11*
Ilitirlaw*
INI aXiw
0",

1

.
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Richard Sertram, while still in his early
thirties, became one of the country’s
leading yacht brokers. Today he heads
up eight companies covering yacht manufacturing, insurance, repair, storage, finance and brokerage. A resident of
Coconut Grove, Florida. Dick became ii
Camel fan while still in college.
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And to make any time pass more enjoyably...

Have a real cigarette-Came
Ill& BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE.
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’Expect Tough Game
Titchenal

MOVE OVER REFCLIFTON’S COMING THROUGH

.Wednesday. September 27, 1961!

%II

Collapse of ’Special’
Teams Hurt 49ers

Inn did not play in most of
ti
Oregon contest because of an
jury. Halfback Gene Rates missed
action is mpletely in the opener.
coach Bob hut is reported ready for the Spat.
footglall
Spat-tan
about Sat- tans. The only Vandal who
Titchenal was talking
game in Moscow, probably sit out the bame is
half
night’s
urday
l
back Wade Thomas who gone.;
Ida.. with the Idaho Vandals.
"We expect a real tough gamei
front Idaho. Idaho should be as
tough or possibly tougher for us
than UOP was last week."

had bevit 6Lrovi it ,atiolti have hi
a light right up to the Wire.’
As for the offense. Hickey said
"we just couldn’t come up with
that big one at any time."

San
1111LWAL KEE.
Francisco Coach Red litckey today pointed out that the collapse
of his "special" teams led the way
Sunday as the Forty-Niners fell
before Green Bay. 3C-10.
Hicky asked why two fine
era like Tommy Davis and B.
Kilmer suddenly were unablt boot them much better than
yards.
And then he wendered nhy
their
the punting team for
assignments and let the trackers’
Willie Wood Iip through tor a
38 -yard ttinchdown punt run-

Track Meeting
Scheduled Today

"We know they have .0,
the finest ends in the cot. t
Red Camila’," he said.

oat It Ittid %% inter ha announced that ii meeting for these
Interested In track will be held
In Mt.101 tonight at 1:30.
inter added that prosperthe
the
Id attend
managers st
meeting along nith tht.se planning to crinpete on the track
squat!

back.
.rtythai
Niner offense a,:
-41 ttroics.
ilsisted that "I: otr
COW/woo, :t)194t.151C0C. COLA

Saturday’

4

halfback Phil Clifton
rips off a lengthy hunk of yardage in San Jose
State’s 16-0 win over the University of Pacific
at Spartan Stadium last Friday night. For his
GANGWAY!Spartan

CO.C.COLA ARO CO.0

Titchenal stated that tine ueek
workouts ’have stressed both the
!, running and passing aspects of the
Spartan offense.
The SJS mentor was still in the
dark as to the condition of end
Jim Caddie. Cadille was rumored
, to have contracted mononucleosis
last week, but doctors said that
itimeie itt)ieTizdnnuiett
sotse. run at etrhtaest

OEIPSTERCO TRADE .....

performance in the game, Clifton was named as
Northern California’s ’Back of the Week in a
football writer’s poll. Clifton led all ball carriers
in the game with 87 -yards in 13 carries.

Idahll absorlwd a 51-a
ing at the hands of Oregon in
their opener lust weekend. but
Saturday night’s affair is their
homecoming Kalil.% and a second
such similar defeat is quite Un-

Cepeda Joins Giant Immortals
With Great Hitting Spree
OrOtt also holds team and league
PHILADELPHIA
lando ’Cepeda was among the San. records with 1,859 runs batted ini
Francisco Giant immortals today, and 511 homers, but the 24 -yearas a result of his hot hitting this
old Cepeda has a good chance to
month.
rewrite both of them if he ran’
The big guy smashed four of the
Giants’ 18 hits Monday night as stay healthy for another dozen
he helped power San Francisco years. Of course, players like’
to a 10-2 win over Philadelphia. Aaron, Mathews and Robinson also
The win just about guaranteed the have a good chance to crack Ott’s1
league standards.
Giants a third place finish.

Fertile’ more, the big end Caro-

Orlando was not the only remit!
setter. Willie Mays scored

thre,

Frosh Slate
Scrimmage

ha
011
all
II,
MI

full scale inter-squad scrirnauga,
for his San Jose State F1’Oall fad.
ball team tomorrow, Sept. 2R,
3

th
Cl,
1111
Oh
nit
141

pAmcirinding tit Jones, the team ha,
been developing slowly txteause
registration and orientation wive,
problems. but their attitude is fine
Ile expects the Spartababes to I.,
ready for their opener against the
Santa Clara university JV’s.

s11
S11
01’
go
or

The opening encounter for the
it- ohwill take place at Spartan
Stadium Tuesday. Oct. it, at It pia

Money Baol Ctiorantee

fir
yet
an

an

Until ()ctober 6tli
\\ ill, cash
1}1!r1zin Bookstore

times to run his total to 126.- a
personal high. The Giants Wit
their 83rd. tying their 1959
since moving tvvstward

Rookie ratchet John Orsino,
heads off for Army duty today.
gate Giant partisans something I.
Cepeda has smacked 16 hits !remember him by as he socked t
Cepeda’s four runs-batted -in !
In 24 at hats in his last seven :pair of round -trippers to add to
gave him 1111 tin .the season and
games and raised his sraison’s Monday’s chat IS.
made him the seeond greatest
It RI man in the team’s histon.
,..ƒI
Only Mel Ott’’. 151 total in 1929
was higher than Cepeda’s !Dal
total.

Cepeda passed up Johnny
who

an
all

Al./....

mark to a healthy .313.

wi
WA
tu
flu

"Right tin Campus"
up. -11

\11111,10.-Tillirsday

IREAPARR
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Intramural Meet
There will he a meeting Of all
intramural organization sport.
managers taday at 1 p.m. in
M11201, according to Dan Unruh,
director of the intramural iltpa rtment.
Activities to be disetissed a iii
Include touch toothall, tennis.
volleyball. AN restling, swimming.
bou ling, the Turkey Trot and
the Greek Relays.

BETWEEN CLASSES...

get that refreshing new feeling
with Coke!
80,’

J

1

Unruh stressed that this is an
important meeting for all those
organizations interested in the
intramural program.

TT-..A’

Vie evalitS

Many
H
Used Books
On Hand

Re-orders
On Books
Expected
Daily

Fj-1
zi

BUT!!

Open Until
9 P.M. Thru
Next Week
Always Open
on Saturdays

o

We Are Still
Buying Some
Books at
Top Prices

ilk

ROBERTS
BOOK CO.
On 4th Across From Library

You can

111’ \

clean es ers

B.w
Norge coin-opernied dry cleaning

else in just 15 minutes at i lie

GUYS:
GALS:

Clean 3 sport coots and 4
pairs of slacks for only
Clean

3 skirts and 5 sweaters
for only

2.00
’2.00

Cleans all our clothes beautifully and
ssrinkle-free ready to wear
A
GOOD
IDEA

A

you clon’t have 8 full pounds of dry
cleaning, get together with a couple of

z

STATE LICENSED
CONS U LTA NT
ALWAYS READY
TO SERVE YOU
Hours:
8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Every Day

frinnd. ,,nri "chore *I,. Innr1"

C-W NORGE

COIN-OPERATED DRY (LEANING
4121

E. San Carlos Street

’Cot, nper ofed Laundry Arailablr 1.1,s1 On,’ ,
’,ASEAN.

ii
the
Ill.
seed
;fear.
wilj
half.
ured
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irtan
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Rapid Growth of State Colleges
Increases Alumni Responsibility
SJS alumni will find themselves is a refleetion of the pi estige ot
workim:
with increased responsibilities to- the college as a whole, au -cording "to enrich the value of your thin
the
N.
Moaner,
-A degree obtained grey" by maintaining SJS leaderto
wart’ their alma mater
tare due to the sudden growth in from S.IS 20 years ago has ate ship in the field of higher eclucaslat,
colleges,
predated tremendously. 1%111 to- tient, Mosher related.
number of California
Ft MiX411171% San Jose business man day’s degree from SJS confirm, to
lend national president of the SJS appreciate or will it deler,,
alumni astax’iation. slated recently. over the next 20 years?" he
In recent years state colleges Ile quickly points out alumn,
have inerea.sed to 15. with three have a great deal to do with th.more adclition.s in the planning !answer to this query.
With this in mind the SJS alumi.,
given
stage and an undetermined number
to be added in the near future, ni association has selected "Con- ley the British government are be. Milling to enrich the value of poet ing Morel to college.
Mosher pointed out.
graduate-.
Although the state sUPPorts- degree" as its slogan and p i.ogram erom the western states.
- foundation.
The scholarships allow the stuthese colleges financially, it
FOUNDATION FORMED
eerenomieally impossible to movide,
dent to study at any British uniIn line with this continues’ in- versity for two or more years.
much more than the haste aec.o.
went and operational funds Iciest the association recently an- Men and women, married or sin needed hy the institutions, he ex- flounced the foimation and mem.- ttle. are eligible if they are under
’aeration of the Altman Scholar- 2el on Oct. 31. 1962.
plained.
ship foundation "to provide wheelStudents must apply by Oct. 31
FUTURE gl’ESTIONED
During the influx in number of ;IrshiPs. loan funds and regettrch tor a Marshall scholarship this
state colleges Mosher a.sked: "Will ’4rants to the students and faculty year. Candidates must have thee:
degree by the fall of 19132.
San Jose maintain its leadership of SJS:’
Also announced Welt" separate
The British government give’
or will it become known as just a
good state college among the 20 funds for various divisions and de- these awards in honor of MarSilar
partments of the college, The asso- Plan aid. This year’s winners will
or 25 in the state?"
dation has pledged a portion of bring the number of Marsha-0
Ile feels the responsibility . tif each
alumni membership fee to aid scholars to 120.
.
’
thisquestion
finding an
in the raising of various funds, he
Application blanks and other inrests mainly with Spartan alumni explained.
formation is available from Don nil
f Sen J
alit Stokes, information officer at
GREATEST PROBLEM
"Extras must come from support
’Membership is our great
tho British ClowlialP-Genelars of’
and interest of the colleue alumni
, problem. Memix.rship is doubly ins- flee. 343 Sansome st.. San Fran and community," he said.
; portant. Firstly. because the $5 vise 4,
PRESTIGE REFLECTED
The prestige a a college deym.’ Yearly fee provides basic funds for
operation and secondly.
:use the association needs pre, Corps Offers Slate;
SPANISH FOODS
ge itself to do the greatest Campus Interviews
BANQUET
:mount of good. The greater’ MIDIiippori11111lik,
FOODS TO GO
of paid members we have, the ,
commissions in the United
reater the influence We have ill Stales ’Marine Corps will he out-,-icramento and at home."
I lined Oct. 31 and Nov. 1 from 9
CV 54594
93 Willow St.
II i
’
’ "
in. to 3 p.m. in the outer quad.
Aviation and lino officer pm-o.
’us will be explained during the
erviews. conducted by Capt.
.111*-1: THE \Till: 1.t /I NDVEHIN
.hn W. Paichen and Capt. R. D.

Board To Meet
1,141 iii I oP.41.I V,
conduct
its first meeting tomorrow afternoon at 3:.",ft in the SturIent
delvirvilTIV. TO Ship
ii‘er 1
’iairman

CIVIC PLAYHOUSE

Marshall Grants
Open to Grads

1961 -1962
Subscription Season

Training for qualified freshmen,
-Phomot.es, and juniors is con- .,ted under the Platoon Leaders
ss. which leads to a commission
ad advanced training as either an
hetion or a field officer when
bachelor’s degree has been

OPENS SEPTEMBER it

’IlIF: HI HNIM; GLASS
OPENS NOVEMBER 17

PYGN1 11.1tr\
OPENS JANUARY S
THE

GIASS

MEN %CHM’:

OPENS FEBRUARY 71

1,( o(,1 I I

h III H 1)1( GIFFEWI
OPENS APRIL 6

Si 11,ESNI V\

DE VIA

OPENS MARCH 71

Special Student Rote
SEASON TICKETS

Glee Clubs Slate
’Kiss Me Kate’

$6
OFFER GOOD TWO WEEKS ONLY

AY11(.1;11 Oil I dee Clubs of San
--e State College under the di ,I ion of Dr. Gus C. Lease will
..sent the musical "Kiss Me
.-:te". this semester. Tryouts for
iis production will be Friday,
.,eot. 29, at 2 p.m. in C232.
.Nnyone interested in being a j
mber of the tel chestra for this:
-deleted should contact ProfesClement Mitchinson in 51201
ble,
as

SAN JOSE THEATRE FOUNDATION
136 W. SAN CARLOS.
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA
, ,
.
.iAtAt
At ’ pi
A

136 W. San Carlos
PRESENTS

THE
MATCHMAKER
UNVEILING A SAFETY DEVICE against air
crashes, the Federal Aviation agency in Lakehurst, N. J. announces the first successful "live"

nnn.orotit corporation

tests of a tail-hook arresting gear which stops
even the biggest jet airliners from over -shooting
runways.

Pilot of Crashed Basin Jetliner
Blames lradequa’s e Brake System

Newmans To Hold
Open House Tonight

Loth Imien said they %Vele Wit
BOSTON UPI i The pilot of
the American Airlines jetliner that .aWiirt. id any mechanical failure,
skidded into Boston Italian. Sun- Is it fell the braking action was in day said Monday the plane’s brak- sufficient.
Jienson said he
ing action seemed inadequate.
Pilot Capt. Ted Jonson, Menlo how these the plane was tee the
Park, and J. E. Ferndyn. Santa end ot the runway. If he had
Rosa, the co-pilot. were at the kneicvn, he said. no could have
controls when the huge craft gone up again and trio(’ another
touched down in oda. weather and landing.
Jonson said the plane ails going
skidded off the runway.
cery slow ly ce hen it ran oft the
FIVE INJURED
runway into about six feet of %val.-lye of the 71 persons aboard ter. Ile said lack of speed prevent the plane were injured, none seri- ed any
misty. The $5 million plane was ex t
.11110..14.04444
tensively damaged.
The pilot and co-pilea dice Their
views on the accident at a news

Newman Club members are holding an ()lien house tonight at 14
o’clock at the club house. 79 S.
Fifth st Stllden’s interested in
joining the club are invited.
Those attending will be given a
short introduction to the club’s officers and activities. They will
meet the new chaplain. Father
Leech, and be shown slides of activities in which the club pal-Belli:des.
The "Peddlers" from the Al
strel will provide entertainer,:
Other arts will be presented.
The organization announced
mission is flee and refreshments

USED ROOKS!

conference.
Jenson Said the ground isintrol
approach was nortnal and he was
Informed the tourhtkiwn was
I in the safe area. "But due In force,
beyond our control we could not
slow the plane enough to keep it
\Balmy Masses or drills will not. from going off the end of the
equired by the PLC or the PLC runway," he said.
at ion program during the school
11% Training is cowhide,’ during
a. summer at two six-week in, :uction periods.
Also of fermi by the Marine Corps
’he Offieer Candidate course and
Aviation Officer Candidate
’se for menieir students. College
mimes may likewise apply lot
inunission under eit her the OCC
I he itOrr hrugl’arati.

I III NI kT(.IIM \KEW-,

We have the large-4 stood, in ii 45511
Regardles!: (of %hat other. -.as.

Friday & Saturday
8:30 p.m.
For Reservation-, Call
V 4 7-4,
r -888

SipzIrtan Bookstore
-16,211/ opil I (1111111,...

lpe ti

p.m.

Special Friday Only
Student Rate

I lorir-d.1

2 for 1

WHO is at work on a satellite system for global telephone and TV transmission?

WHO provides the communications channels for America’s missile defenses?

WHO is girdling the globe with communications for America’s first man into space?

WHO tapped the sun for electric power by inventing the Solar Battery?

WHO used the moon for two-way conversations across the country?

WHO guided Tiros and Echo into accurate orbit?

NSTRri:i
till

Dte.

CAILitt

110yerttt-ea

WHO made your pocket radio possible by inventing the Transistor?

PRESENTS

P D -) RS

ivi,,,,ous PAT PAULSEN
FROM THE PURPLE ONION
135 W. San Carlos - CY 7-9957
Nightly Except Monday

WHO maintains the world’s largest, finest industrial research facilities?

WHO supplies the most and the best telephone service in the world?

WHO has the UNIVERSAL communications organization?

THERE’S ONLY ONE ANSWER TO ALL TEN QUESTIONS

BELL TEL EP"Ii CI Ar ED SYSTEM .4
Pioneering in outer space to improve communications on earth
,aareareareepo,~~aaapiemeptepears~~~160001.190416~1111111BINNIMB~allb

%RT.% N 1).ILT-11
27 POO

R--qP

urr.tx 12.11T.T
WNinestiar

FURNITURE
DISCOUNT
HOUSE
82 E.
.’,ANTA CLARA
CORNER OF THIRD

SPECIAL
DISCOUNT
SALE

"81

New Courses Offered
By Extension Service

Japanese Student McCarthy Has Announced Nixon To Reveal
Political Plans
Wins Newspaper ’Probable’ Candidacy
Tonight in L.A.
Guild Scholarship
,.......:, i, ,

Mike Fuakio.. ,,..114,ss and adon the Spartan
vertising mana,
Daily, received the San Jose Newspaper
$500 scholarship ter
proficiency and.potentiality in advertising.
The senior advertising major is
studying here on a five-year rm.eign student’s visa.

Lister the we-laves la the IA- the Termati Junior High Setiool
erision Services of Sun JOAO State from 7 to 9:30 p.m. Thursday,
College. the followine new courses Sept. 21.
will be offered this semester: 1$
Further information on any of
Library and School Relation- the abuse coursea may be obtained
ships" will be offered between 7 by calling the F-xtension Service,
and 10 o’clock on Wedne.4lays be- San Jose State Colleee. CY 4-6414.
t’inning Sept. :V.
ext. 2211.
The class will meet in the Contra Costa County school library
1750 Oak Park Blvd., Pleasant
Hill. under the instruction of Mr.
Floyd Erickson.
Those enrolled in the class will
study’ school curricula, methods of
integrating the library into the
inst rtictional and extra -curricular
The real estate certificate prodctivitles of the school, story -tellgram available at San Jose Stat.
ing programs, exhibits and develCollege through its extension Sel oping units of library instruction. vices
has received the approval e!
A fee of 530 will he charged the directors of the Real Estat.
those taking this course.
Certificate Institute.
PRE-MellOOL
Joseph Lowery. San Jose realtor
21 "Creative Activities for the and president of the institute, anPre-School Chiki" will be offered nounced the favorable action.
!
in Hayward beginning Sept. 28.
San Jose State C’ollege becomes
The class will meet from 7 to lo the third institution of higher,
p.m. on Thursdays in Room D-11 education in California to receive
of Sunset High School, 2211iii this recognition, the others being
Princeton st.
the University of California at I Fujikake Mara to return to his
Instructors for the three-unit Berkeley and the University of; native Japan in two years to use
his knowledge in developing modcourse will be Miss Frances Out- California at Los Angeles.
land, assistant professor of eduPersons completing the real es- ern advertising techniques.
Ile says that Janan is in the
cation. and Dr. Frank C. Gale. tate certificate program at SJS
associate professor of science edu- have met the requirements of the!
cation. A fee of $30 will be charged. institute and may use the terml
This course is the second part "certified in real estate" in their
of a year’s program in this field. advertising.
Minimum requirements for thi,
Areas to be considered will be
literature, story telling, dramatic course are eight courses or applay, science, value of play and proximately 350 hours of course
Close to 400 new students. facwork. Persons desiring further inehoosing play equipment.
The fall engineering extension formation may call the Extension ulty, administrators, guests and
program will be centered at the Services or the real estate and ins SJS at udent-coun :Mors, at ended
Lewis M. Terman J1111lOr High sll ranee department.
Freshman Camp, according 1,
School, 655 Arastradere rd., Sie:i
Brent Davis, ASB president.
Palo Alto.
From Sept. 17 through 19 a,
A review course in engineering ISO Dance Friday,
Asilomar on the Monterey Peninfundamentals will be offered at All Students Admitted
Terman Junior High School, at
sula, entering freshman and transPeter Burnett Junior High School’ "International Interlude" will fers were oriented to SJS’ tradibe
the
theme
of
the
traditional
in San Jose. and at the Hillsdale
dance given by’ the International tion and academic responsibilities
High School in San Mateo.
Under the direction of 22 men
For those who wish counseling Student Organization Friday.
The dance, to begin at 8:30 p.m.
before enrolling for any engineerand 22 women counselors, the
at
the
Women’s
Gym,
will
be
open
ing or mathematics courses, Donfreshmen were divided into groups
ald G. Newman. coordinator of to all students of the college, forosifon1.2 for instruction /Ind discus eign
and
American,
said
Efraim
engineering extension, will he to
publicity.
At the event, each semester, enSome topics considered were adtertainment, drawings, and prizes
COMPLETE DRUG STORE
will he provided. An information justment to college life, academic
.
booth fur prospective joiners of ri:sportsibilities, social and stew,
11MS( ItE11911IN
the organization will be manned activities and balance between
by members of the club at the cial and academic recreation.
dance.
Square dances, campfire sin,
DISCOUNT PRICES
Clivel said memberships, open
and
athletics were among the en
to students for $1 per semester,
tertainment provided for the St
will be taken.
Star Plgarma4
Fall president of the ISO is Gor- dents.
don Thorlackson of Canada; vice
US E. Santa Clara
"Most of the new people were
president i, Bei-nard Christopher -quite well
San Jose
, CY 3-3575
informed as to the ac.,iF the U.S
demic possibilities of San ..1tate." Davis said. "and wet.,
ti te(si..fake advantage of

College Offers
’Certificate’
In Real Estate

w NOTICE STUDENTS
PLEASE BRING
STUDENT BOOT CARDS
Throw Pillows
69c
Bed Pillows
99c
TV Antennas.
Indoor type
99c
Wall Pictures
52.99
Dcor Mirrors
53 99
Odd Living Room
Tables
S2.99
Table Lamps
$5.95
3 Lite Pole Lamps
16.95
9r12 Woo’sheen Rug
S17.95
4 Drawer Chest
$11.95
Bon Spring or Mattress
Twin or Full Size
$19 95
Studrnt’s Bed. includes
Headboard. Frame, Attachments, Spring, Mattress $39
Studio Couch
$29
Solid Maple Desk
$38
Bed Oman-Sofa by day.
bed by flute
$39
Bunk Beds Complete.
Spring 8. Mattress
$49
Plastic Naugahyde
Sofa Chairs
$419
Danish Style
Sofa Chairs
$79
Complete Bedroom Sets
Include Double Dresser,
Book Case, Bed Frame
Bon Spring A Mattress 1,89

FrAiliTURE
rLMSC OUNT

MOUSE
82 E.
1
SANTA CLARA
CORNER
OF THIRD

eTit"nber

’

SA( :AIM ENT() 1.’ P1’
I. McCarthy. 40, said yesterday it
is -entirely prolxible" he will announce
hisrcandidacy
for
la
o.,n
ethe
il
iC theninntion for governor
:trier the first of next year.
McCarthy. who resigned his post
as director of the department of
vehick.s. after an angry spat last
month with Democratic. Gov. Edmund C. Brown. told a news conference:
THINKINGSILIttiot
"I haven’t made a final decision
hut I’m thinking very seriously
.siut it."
:McCarthy said he believes a
:ot 9f Democrats" are disgusted
th Brown and he feels the goy. :tor, who is expected to seek re. iection, should he opposed in his
own party in the June, 1962, priitry election.
McCarthy. an attorney and for.
’iii’ state senator from San Fran:.co. was critical of both Brown
and Richard M. Nixon, who is expected to reveal Wednesday night
in Los Angeles whether he will

midst of converting her advertising
procedures to those of the western
world. Ile feels his knowledge of
the Japanese environment, along
with the skills he has learned
here, will enable him to become
an intermediary bet wee n the
American advertising agencies in
Japan and local residents.

1111’ goLertitirsliqi toll 1 he IT,
..1k
publican ticket.
INDECINIVE
-Brown i indirisive, lie jtet
doesn’t want to make hare deciskins.- McCarthy said. "Ever
, since August. 1959. when he II):
started to run for president.
have seen uncertainty, contusion
in all his actions.
-Ile is. " McCarthy added. "a
confu.ed weathervane."
As for Nixon, McCarthy had
this to say:
ONE IOTA
co::"Ifg ,hneerantrruuhneeesistnu.; iisnlrtetumestin,,gi

,

’I I’ll
I:iili
’ aril M. Nixon’s decision tat
pl.ois for his political future
anxiously awa.fled Wiley
by 10.11,
Democrats and Republicans.
The former vice president, IS
I who narrowly lost the presidentrit
’election Lest year. is expected to
, announce tonight in Los Angeles
i
te play in
what role hentends
, both national and state pelitics
declared ow
in
Ntlititentylie:: ago, Nixon
(Inc iota in the welfare of the he was not a candidate Mr gioei-but only how .
people ofheCalifornia
quickly
use the office of , nor, did not intend to become iinc
can
leivernor to %atilt into the White and won!" nothing 10 eneoui, age a draft for that office,
!loose."
Since then, Nixon has been miMcCarthy said he thought forme!. Gov. Goodwin J. Knight. who Icier heavy pressure from Reps.
has announced he is in the race i limns ranging from GOP National
for governor in 1962. would be a [Chairman William E. Miller down
candidate, to grass roots party workers te
stronger ,Republican
, seek the governorship against the
than Nixon.
"My guess is that Knight is in expected candidacy of incumbent
to stay," McCarthy said. "I think ! Democrat Edmond C. Brown,
he’d be a stronger Republican , A series of polls conducted l,.
eandidate if he won the nomina- ’ the Republican State Central Coni1 ion and Nion would be the mittee listed Nixon as the No
(i01’ gubernatorial hope.
orreem1111.

SAVE MONEY
in I .,(1 Rooks and

400 Attend Frosh Camp
For College Orientation

We Can Still Offer
You A Large Selection
Of New And Used Books
NEW ORDERS ARE
COMING IN DAILY
WE ARE STILL BUYING SOME
USED BOOKS AT TOP PRICES
W6, WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M.
ALL THROUGH NEXT WEEK

Roberts Book Co.
On dith

Across From Library
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Bookstore
"Hight on Campus"

lum and Raymond E. WilkersAml.
both of the biological science de.

Open

p.111.
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Yager & Silva

HAVE MOVED
RIGHT NEXT DOOR
Oyer 26 1 em-s 1,1 Serring SJS Stud(’ny,

According to Davis, in October
Student Council will he con.tering r
a o
those student,
camp
f
no enter between the fall ant
semegters.
Faculty advisors to Freshmat,
orp
fleorre
MeC:i
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1
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NEW AUTO INSURANCE
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WE ARE ALWAYS OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS

FULL REFUND ON USED AND UNBLEMISHED NEW BOOKS WITH RECEIPT -FIRST TWO
WEEKS OF SCHOOt
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Now Honoring All Nlajor
Cards

Reduced Prices on Major Gas

Complete Automotive Servicing,

Parking: ’,twirl)! limes
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Journalists Move ISJS Cadets
Operations Base Place Tenth
To Old Art Wing
The c, lege .),H11 11.ii),111
merit has hen moved this semester
front Bldg. "J" to newly renovated quarters in what was formerly the art wing of Tower Hall.
The police school and air military science are now housed in
the wooden structure which has
been renamed Bldg. "Ft.t’ according
to Dr. Arthur H. Price, recently.
appointed assistant to the dean
of the college.
The air science classes are held
on the second floor, police classes
are held on the ground floor and
the math clinic is located in R108.
Air science classes had been
conducted in 847 which military
science now occupies. The math
clinic was formerly in B9, police
classes in B93, and military science was in B44 and B45.
Under Dr. Price, the administration of space assignment on
the campus is now centralized.
Day and evening room assignments
were formerly administered separately.
The Speech and Drama building,
the cafeteria and gyms continue to
have their space controlled independently by their separate administrators." Dr. Price said.

HOME STYLE

COOKING
One Block From Campus
REASONABLE
PRICES

Can )04e
C4etepia
89 E San F

do

CY 5-9561

Forty-one Military Science cadets from San Jose State College
placed tenth out of 37 colleges represented at Fort Lewis, Wash.,
summer camp.

By AL JENNINGS
iway through the on-pressing surge
Determination and persevei ance,1 of pulchritude.
many educators will argue, are
HEARTWARMING GLOW
It was heartwarming to note the
two of the cornerstones to beglowing expressions of the regiscoming successful students.
tration workers as a surprisingly
On the basis of this argument. adept crew of first
and second timthere are some 14,000 enrollers ers went through their paces,
who have the makings of honor showing that with a few years of
experience, they will be ready for
students.
I arrive at this conclusion after anything.
The registration process is actuwitnessing the registration tug-ofally planned by the college to serve
war last Thursday and Friday.
As is usually the case, fourth, a very vital function.
fifth, and sixth year registrants
IMPORTANT LESSONS
Were once again the stars of this
Two of the most important legyear’s team. These pros showed sons emphasized are:
an abundance of savvy in the all
Number one: A fast elbow.
Important phases of streaming, tricky knees,
and hard -toed shoes
pushing. shoving, kicking, knead- tor pointed toes for the
ladies).
ing. tweaking, and pinching their can work
miracles in any similar

The cadets got first-hand training in small unit tactics, individual
and crew -served weapons, communications, first aid, and chemical. biological and radiological defense.

Others were Ronald A. Harris,
George C. Hills, Donald W. Huffman, Michael J. Jackman, Harold
P. Jeffery, Joe C. Miller, Rodney
A. Moore, Tom T. Mural, Richard
A. Muzzio, Richard H. Namba,
David L. Nevis, Jim L. Olson,
Stephen E. Parks.
Peter J. Pedone, Homer S.
Pierce, Kenneth R. Powelson, Louis
L. Pulls, Ernst R. Ray, Richard C.
Robinson, Charles R. Romero, Gilbert Saiki, John A. Sans, John R.
Schroeder, Carl Serkland, Dennis
B. Shutt, A. William Smyth, John
T. Spafford. and Howard J. Weiland.

"WORK OF ART"
One

DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

ART CLEANERS
398 EAST SANTA CLARA

The established world’s record iii
the over-2000 in line categor)
43 seconds.
PAINLF.Rri EDIVCATION
Number two: The administ rat
is very adept at providing patnies.
edueation.
Example: I’ll bet you didn’t even
realize that you were actually participating in an expansive training program during registration
Be thankful that you hair. the.
wonderful training so early in life
and chalk up the band -aid expense
and psychiatric help as all part of
the learning process.
QUALITY GROCERIES & MEATS
FRUITS 8 VEGETABLES

* OPEN SUNDAYS
situation.
* We Give Blue Chip Stomps
Example: Picture yourself at
* Checks Cashed With Purchase
Candlestick or Kezar Stadir,
waiting in line with 2000 Oth,
THE MARKET
prospective ducat holders. 1l’;’
BASKET
t his wonderful experience hell;
SIGNING INTO LAW a $75,000,000 bill to finance the saline
j you, there should be no troui,
water program for conversion of sea water, President Kennedy
No. 10th 8 Williams
Dr. Don B. Leiffer, administra- whatsoever in getting to the fr.,
(Next to Armstrong s Drug
activates plan of great significance to California.
I
’
- - ’ tive officer of the state college sys- f the line in under two mintytern during the past year, has been
Student’s Bicycle
named to the newly-created posiTHURS. - FRI. - SAT., SEPT 27 3011s
SPECIALS: GOOD WED
Returned by Police
of vice-chancellor of the Cali.
Skinless No. 1
End Cat
Writinglion
fornia state college system.
PORc HOPS
A stolen bicycle belonging to an
FRANKS
lb.
SJS coed was found by campus
Created by the trustees of the
The National Society of the
Baby Beef
U.S. Good
police Monday evening in back of
California state colleges, the office
RIB STEAKS
LIVER
the Industrial Arts building.
Colonial Dames of America is con- will pay $23,000 per year. Dr.
Judi P. Blewett, owner of the ducting a writing contest in which Leiffer took office Sept. 2.
STARLITE MEAT MARKET
bicycle, had reported the bicycle
598 So F;rst St
CC 7-0082
A career educator with degrees
stolen Monday afternoon from the an award of $200.) will be given to
from
Harvard
and
UCLA,
I.)r.
the
winner
and
bicycle rack outside Royce Hall.
one of $1000 will be
Leiffer came to California in 1948
The bicycle was returned to her at given as the second award.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 30 - 8.30 p.m., Si. Civic Auditorium
10:30 a.m. Tuesday.
to accept a professorship in Po- I
RE -UNION IN STEREO - A SALUTE TO
The title of the paper will be
litical Science at San Diego State I
"Patriotism Reappraised."
PATRONIZE
college. He was appointed ch
Conclusions need not coincide man of that department a
,
STARRING ’IN PERSON’ THE ORIGINAL
OUR ADVERTISERS with
the Society’s concept of pa- later. He also taught summer sesGLENN MILLER SINGERS
triotism. The decision of the judges
ins
at
UCLA.
Ray Eberle
Beneke.,
Tex
PICTURE FRAMING
is final.
"MODERNAIRES", PAULA KELLY
ARTIST MATERIALS
Dr. Leiffer takes office under
Raw Frames 6 Moldings
and featuring Former Members of the
Entries should be sent to: The 111.. Buell G. Gallagher, who (III
GLENS MILLER ORCHESTRA
AL.COLLINS JAC
National Society of Colonial Dames July 1 of this year became the
Nuarill;11
TEx
emporium
TICKETS 83.75$300
$2.75 $2.00
of America, Post Office Box No. first chancellor of the California
BENFKE
SAN JOSE 110X OFFICE
I 778 Almaden
CT 4-2175
Ir. Bryn Mawr, Pa
state colleges.

Trustees Appoint
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Student Learns Tips To Success
While Standing in Line at SJS

At Camp

Cadets who attended this year’s
six-week summer camp were: Robert M. Ake, Ramar K. Beauchamp,
Ruel R. Brown, William R. Brown,
Ray D. Bruington, Ronald A. Caselli, Gerald A. Dein, Richard H.
Earle, Michael H. Edminster, Edward L. Essick, Paul M. Filing,
Rod J. Ford, and Atsushi Futamase.
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BOOKS
New and Used . . . with more
arriving every day!
We Also Carry A Cargo Of
Supplies For Every Need
Guaranteed Sales Until October 6th
With Cash Receipt

Nights MI 9 p.m. and Saturday ’Til 3:30

Spartan Bookstore
Official College Bookstore

"Right On Campus"
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Lack of Textbooks
Blamed on Enrollment
I.,:-em.,1111aqv ,n mat* ...r.stwi
is the Main cause for the lack of
books in the Spartan Bookstore.
If the yequired textbook is not on
the stuck, students will find a
card itt its place giving the tune
the book is expected to arrive, according tu Harry J. Wineruth.
manager of the Spartan Bookstore.
Books being recmiered may be put
on hold with a deposit at the desk
behind the Sociology shelves in the

n I -1:s and 1./1; .11ferent texts are being reordered.
Wineroth, manager of the bookstore, reported 4.600 students
passed by the cashiers’ checkout
stands Thursday. with 4,700 on Friiday and 7.050 on Monday. At an
average of three books per person, over 49.15U0 books were sold
in these three days alone.
The Spartan Bookstore urges all
Instructors to supply inhumation

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
2k line first insertion
20. line succeeding insertions
2 lin* minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room IS, Tower Hall. or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Single. prieat home.
62 N
..ac e 4,
Engineering student hare apt. ...th .
Cs.. CY .
Roc ,mate wanted

II/US

woks.
Lines moved through the six
checkout stands faster this year
than they have in the past, according to th’ineroth. The addition
of extra help to "bag" the books
miss a great time-saver. Complete
air conditioning, new this year.
added to the convenience of the
students.
Students who bought books early
ewe offered the widest choice
,ed books ever offered by 1h.
,okstore.
California Book company, 1 .;
! San Fernando. also reported
large turnout of students. Approx,
mutely 3,000 students have IfIlik,:t‘d
Ihe lines daily.

. ale. $37.50.

SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
& HAIR DRYER
Hours: 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.

re duole. apt.
Wanted: C
mu, Call Cr Suune.

Ed’s Laundromat
497 N. 13th

Miscellaneous
For

Young married couple to share h
12 Lick $200. CY 2 4990. Alan Nobler. with elderly gentleman. Must be Pro.,,
an:. Call CY 4.4190 after 606 p.m.
/
621 fL, 6th.
Ride or riders la and from, Merle Park
"Vela Salem" French metorbIke. Hardly 930-2,30 M.W.F. DA 5-9151 Mrs Rein.
used. 5115 value ask.ng $125. Faca1ty Ir ner.
()it
Rm. 233.
Need rid*? Car pool? GiircySalinas
9’ fiberglass and balsa surfboard. Call M.W.F. Write Anicff, R3. Bos 334A.
En, CV 5-8942. 625 Sc. 10.6, No. 6.
Carme1.

H. 11

a b s
e u ponsors
Dance, Open House

STEAK HOUSE
"Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right"

Personals

Male student to share apt. wth two Airman:, hair removal. N. L. NantelIe
4’3 Margaret St.,
Req. el
olc,gIst. 210 Sc,. 1s1. Rm. 422
CY 4-44 ,

IL
mot
If.:1111.1
I’.. I 1.01,
01. St. all.
professor of history. was honored ship? 11 the Jacksonians were noi
iecently by members of the Pa- ’ workingmen, from what strata or
cific Coast Branch, American His- society did they come? What lik;hi
torical Association, for his book does their social status throw on
"Jacksonian Democracy and the! their thinking?
Working Class."
I
LIFE HISTORIES til%E!S
Hogins. work was considered the
Hugins based his study ,ni
by
year
outstanding book of the
survey of 1450 men active an the
the organization. The award was Jacksonian movement. Ile siva.
open to authors in the field of his- life histories of about 50 of these
tory residing in states west of the leadets. They are supplemented LI
Rocky Mountains.
an occupational tabulation of Me
Dr. Hugins received the honor
during a three-day convention ot
The survey was based prineipally
MEETING AT LUNCHEON in New York, Soviet Foreign Minister
the organization which ended Aug. oeinitilneesvgsr:apir accounts of
Andrei Gromyko (right) and United States Secretary of State
party
to
Saga Jose State was host
31.
meetings and city directories.
Dean Rusk discuss Berlin crisis and pther cold war issues.
more than 350 historians (rum 11
Having completed this hook
western states and Canada during Hugins is presently beginning
flu
convention.
the
ther research on the Jacksonian
BOOK PrBLINHED
Period, lie is dealing with
Higgins’ book, published in 1960 York City politics during the in
by the Stanford University Press, men?
, was begun 10 yearn ago as his
: doctorate thesis at Columbia University.
PLANNING A PARTY?
In the award -winning book, HugAdditional plans for the dance
Students from Stanford, San
Come IL Enjoy the Fun
controversy
the
discusses
ins
ancisco City College and Univer- will be discussed tomorrow, said
among historians as to the rel.,PLAY GOLF
- ily of California at Berkeley will a club official. Refreshments will tionship of the American writ
Refreshments at Snack So,
;.i.et when San Jose State Billet be served and a local dance band man to Jacksonian democracy.
FOOTLONG HOT DOGS
The college author analyze.
composed of Jewish students will provide music.
OUR SPECIALTY
Club members will also discuss membership of the movement .!
;,irolled at SJS, holds its inter one of the Jacksonian states and
Josie’s
Miniature
plans for a February ski-trip to
dance Friday in WG22.
offers answers to the following
18 Hole Golf
Squaw Valley at tomorrow’s meet - questions: Who were the Jackson;
Students to work on the club’s ions? To what extent was IL 3112 E. Santa Clara
.;ounittees will also be chosen to- movement based on th. working

ARCHIE’S

Sell or trade ’59 18-3. AL 3-CI48. Like TV rental service, rent a TV. Student
-ever raced.
reel FS 7-2935, Call after 5 c.m.
Rentals

’’’’-

mates. in order to supply enough!

Wonted

SJS Instructor Honored
By Historical Association

14A1 ’

545 S. 2:141 Si.

Hours: 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Dave Friedman, club president,
;;;1 an open house is planned Sat Hay at the home of Dr. Mays.
.tala adviser.
Students interested in attending
the open house or the dance Friday
night may attend tomorrow’s meeting 111’ contact Friedman at CY 50516.
-

CLEAN AS MANY AS 9 DRESSES,
4 MEN’S SUITS OR 12 SWEATERS
BW
NORGE

$2

Ccin-Operated
DRY CLEANING
A LICENSED CONSULTANT READY TO SERVE YOU
HOURS: 8 A.M. to 10 P.M.
4111 I. SAN CARLOS

USED BOOKS
You Can Save

25%
Off Regular Price

STILL TIME ’1’0 PICK UP USED BOOKS
STORE HOURS
FIRST TWO WEEKS OF SCHOOL
7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
ALL DAY SATURDAY

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF ART,
ENGINEERING AND GENERAL SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 EAST SAN FERNANDO
HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

